Products for Curved Framing

Shaped & Secured in Seconds!
**Flex-Ability Concepts** pioneered the development of flexible framing products. A constant push for product improvements and new product innovations has led to a line of products for virtually any curved framing application. Ease of use and durable reliability have made our products indispensable to architects who like to design without the constraint of straight lines and for builders who now have a fast, effective way of constructing those designs.

Count on Flex-Ability Concepts, The Curved Wall People, for the products you need to make your curved framing project fast, smooth and cost effective.

Quick Curve Plate makes adding a distinctive feature to a home quicker and simpler than ever:
- Pivotal sections make it easy to shape Quick Curve Plate by hand
- Secure the shape with nail or staples
- Plywood sections link easily to form any length
- Works with typical wood 2” x 4” and 2” x 6” (top and bottom plates)
- Nail, cut and anchor with the same tools used for lumber
- 2x4 Quick Curve Plate’s minimum outside radius is 12”
- 2x6 Quick Curve Plate’s minimum outside radius is 18”

Use Flex-Flange Plate with Hammer-Lock™ feature to frame virtually any doorway, window or pass-through arch. This sturdy, well built product can be easily shaped by hand and installed in a fraction of the time required for traditional methods.
- Form Flex-C Arch to the desired radius
- On a hard surface hammer the tabs to embed them. This secures the shape of Flex-C Arch
- Standard widths: 2”x4” and 2”x6”; Additional widths: 2”x8”, 2”x10” and 2”x12”
- Minimum Radius: 9”
- Standard length: 8’
- Material: 20 Gauge
- Custom widths available, please contact us for a quote

U.S. Patent No: 6,000,181 - 6,625,942 - 6,637,173 / Quick Curve Plate: 7,941,983

Visit www.flexabilityconcepts.com for complete instructions, load capacities, product specifications, allowable heights charts and new sizes/gauges being developed. Assistance is available for finding all your curved framing resources and for finding a dealer near you.